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Secret of Molecular Weight

 CH3-(CH2)n-CH3

n = 1 – 4 Propane, Butane Ramen
n = 5- 11 Gasoline Tico
n = 9 – 16 Kerosen Aladin’s Lamp
n = 16 – 25 Grease John Travolta
n = 25 – 40 Paraffin Wax D.J.
n > 1000 PE Rambo
n > 10000 PE Monk in 

ChoKyeSa



Secret of Molecular Weight

 How strong polymer can be ?

Stress at break = 6.74 x 1011 dyne/cm2

Kevlar = 2 x 1010 dyne/cm2 (about 5%)



You can use polymers without 
knowing anything

 Caulking of the Ark with pitch-Genesis 6.14

 Linen Fabric: > 7000 years old in Switzland

 Wool Fabric: as early as 4000 B.C. in Mesopotamia

 Animal Glue: making mummy in Egypt

 Cellulose in 1833

 PS in 1872

 Charles McIntosh: rubber coated fabric – rain coat

 Staudinger in 1930



The first man who knew what 
he is doing

 Carothers: 1896 – 1937

1814-1915: Capital city comm. College in Acounting

1915-1920: Takino College, B.S. in Chemistry

1920-1921: U. of Illlinois, M.A. in Chemistry

1921-1922: U of South Dakoda, Lecturer

1923-1925: U of Illinois, Ph.D. in Chemistry

“Catalytic reaction of Aldehyde”
1927-1937: Dupont

1937.4.29: Potassium Cyanide in hotel at Philadelphia



How do they look like ?

 Early view: amorphous state

 Rod like: Staudinger

 Rubber: Spring like



How do they look like ?

 Random coil: amorphous state

 Katz effect in 1925

 H. Mark in 1934

 W. Kuhn in 1934

 P.J. Flory in 1953



Overall Shapes



New Structures



Ring Structures



How do they look like ?

 Crystalline state: single crystal

Not a atomic crystal

Molecular crystal



How do they look like ?

 Crystalline state: bulk



Who is crystalline ?

 Crystalline

 Polypropylene

 Nylon

 Syndiotactic polystyrene

 Polyketone

 Amorphous
 Poly(methyl methacrylate)

 Atactic polystyrene

 Polycarbonate



What makes polymer crystalline?

 Polymer structure



What makes polymer crystalline?

 Intermolecular forces



울면과 Engine Oil

 Viscosity of almost everything including oil

Increase as T decreases

 Role of engine oil
 Provide lubirication

 Require certain level of viscosity
 Not too high, not too low

 Most of wearing – early morning



울면과 Engine Oil

 Conformation of polymer in solution

good solvent       bad solvent

High viscosity Low viscosity

(High temp) (Low temp)



Chain confirmation inside of 
latex particle

 Small angle neutron scattering

 Contrast variation and matching technique

 Monitor Radius of gyration while film forming 

process

 Particle is too small to be relaxed



Chain confirmaion inside of 
latex particle



Polymer Solution

 Necessary condition for mixing

 Entropy of mixing (combinatorial)

 Always positive

mixmixbeforeafftermix STHGGG Δ−Δ=−=Δ
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Polymer Solution

 설탕물은 더운 물에

 Good for low M.W. mixture and some 
polymer solution

)((?) +−=Δ−Δ=Δ TSTHG mixmixmix



Polymer Solution



Polymer Solution

 Enthalpy of Mixing

 Solubility Parameter
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Polymer Solution



Polymer Solution

 Indirect determination of S.P.

 Highest viscosity

 Highest swelling



세탁소 개업하기

 Glass Transition
 When the polymer is cooled below this 

temperature, it becomes hard and brittle, like 
glass 

 Temp of Iron should

be higher than Tg

of your trouser



세탁소 개업하기

 Tg of my trouser: Cellulose

 225 C

 Plasticization

 Decreasing glass transition temperature

 Water will do the job

 225 C vs 22 C

 Wet cloth covering over cotton or rayon

 More wrinkle in summer, especially rainy day



Effects on glass transition

 Backbone stiffness

 PDMS: - 127 C

 PPS: do not have Tg

 PES: 190 C



Effects on glass transition

 Pendant group: boat anchor



Effects on glass transition

 Pendant group: Elbow room



Your Tg vs My Tg

 Transition: change of state by changing T 
or P

 First order Transition: discontinuity in 
thermodynamic parameter defined by 
function of 1st derivative of “G”
 H, S, V: melting transition

 2nd order transition: discontinuity in 2nd

derivative of “G”
 Cp, volume expansivity; glass transition



Your Tg vs My Tg

 Different Tg with different cooling rate



Your Tg vs My Tg
 Temp (C) Speed

100 0.01 s

95 1s

91 40s

90 2min

89 5min

 If Cool 1 degree/min
 No problem up to 91 C

 When reaching 90 C, speed of polymer chain < stimulus

 Speed of volume change becomes different

 If cooled faster: 5 degree/min
 Same transition but at higher temperature



미장원에서 일어난 일

 긴치마를 Mini skirt로 만드는 방법(Wool)

 빨래 비누로 뜨거운 물에 빤다.



미장원에서 일어난 일

 Perm your hair

 Reducing agent: breaking disulfide bridge

 Shaped by curl: making wave

 Read “부적절한 관계의 모든 것” in 
magazine

 Oxidizing agent: reforming disulfide 
bridge



Elastomer;entropy spring



Elastomer
 To show rubber elasticity

 Must be above its 

glass transition

 Must have very low 

degree of crystallinity

 Should be lightly 

crosslinked



Natural Rubber

 American Indian: rubber ball

 Smuggle seed from Brazil

 Plantations in Malay, Indonesia

 McIntosh: winter in 1820 – summer 
(bankrupt)

 Goodyear: by accident in 1839

 W.W. II: synthetic rubber



Thermoplastic Elastomer

 In melt



Thermoplastic Elastomer

 When cooled down



Thermoplastic Elastomer

 Crystalline type



Pseudo Elastomer

 Entanglement



Pseudo Elastomer

 How long to be entangled



Swelling;Flory-Rehner equation

• Entropy of mixing; favors swelling
• Entropy change by swelling; opposes swelling
• Heat of mixing; neutral
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Swelling;Morton Equation

 Entropy of mixing; favors swelling
 Interfacial energy; opposes swelling
 Heat of mixing; neutral
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Shrink Wrap

 Pre-stretched film


